Issue # 19, Fall 2006

Assessment Rate Increased to Six Cents
As was mentioned about
this time last year, when the
RRB determined the assessment rate and held it at five
cents, it was with the statement, “even though we
shouldn't”. Well, the time has
come for the assessment rate
to be raised. Your elected,
rice-grower
Board
of 2500000
Directors chose 2000000
to raise the
assessment to 1500000
six cents per 1000000
hundredweight. 500000
What I would
0
1998
like to do in this
article is remind you why this
is needed now and what the
Board's reasons are for the
hike.
As the budget was developed for this year, it was clear
that the current expense trend
was averaging an increase of
about 4% per year. This
increase was for the major
projects of breeding, weed
control, invertebrate control,
and varietal testing. So for the
key projects, the foundational
items of rice research, there is
a clear progression of larger
expenses.
The Board members are
naturally interested in keeping
the costs to the grower mini-

the varieties produced. We
continue to have a breeding
organization that is leaner and
more efficient than the
Southern programs - mainly
because they are accountable
to you the grower.
Once a realistic budget
was
preTop 5 Project Cost Summation
pared the
B o a r d
looked at
how the current fivecent assessment would
cover the
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
research.
how to increase other forms of With the uncertain crop size
income, and how to get more the Board chose a yield value
of the underutilized rice vari- of 75 cwt per acre. This meant
eties marketed. The Board that expenses were $280,000
members also affirmed the greater than income. Going
importance of the Station and back three years, you will
mized since those costs affect
them also. The Board met
with representatives from the
Rice Experiment Station to
discuss cost control and the
future direction of the Station.
This was a productive discussion where we talked about
the mission of the Station,

New Chairman
After three successful years as Chairman, Eric
Larrabee has stepped
down and handed the
reigns to Tom McClellan.
Tom is a rice farmer in the
Natomas area and has
been involved in rice
farming since 1975. He
has been on the RRB for
10 years and served as
Vice-chairman for the last
three years.
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The RRB continues to
search for ways to get the
most value for your research
dollars. Your input is always
appreciated. Feel free to contact the Board office or your
local Board representatives.

A recent article in
California Dairy Herd
Improvement (June 2006)
highlights the success of the
RRB work done by Glenn
Nader examining the use of
rice hay as cattle feed. This is
a very timely article with the
high price of alfalfa and the
need of dairy operators to
control costs (sound familiar?).
The article outlines the
usefulness of rice hay as a
fiber source when feeding cull
vegetables to dairy cows. The

four-year experience of Gallo
Cattle Company
is highlighted as
they feed rice
straw as 7-8% of
their diet.
Dairymen are given the
differences among rice hays
and how the harvesting
method may influence adaptability into the feeding routine. Further work is in
progress by Nader to find the
best way to allow for direct
addition of rice hay without
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further processing.
The differences between
rice hays are explained and
the critical numbers dairymen
must watch are noted. Hints
are also given on how to
obtain the
quality of
hay needed for a
given
operation.
If
you
need to
pass on
information to dairy operators about
this subject, you can refer
them to Nader's UC publication 8079, found on the RRB
website
at
www.carrb.com/SpecialDocs
/8079.pdf. Copies of this
report are available from the
Board office on request.
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remember that this is exactly
the reason the assessment rate
ceiling increase was put up for
a vote. The Board recalculated the values with a six-cent
assessment and this brought
income and expenses into balance.
The Board members continue to see the value of retaining a one-year reserve fund.
The purpose of this fund is for
handling emergencies, unexpected disease research, or
crop disasters. If any of these
circumstances befall the
industry, the RRB would be
able to respond quickly or, in
the extreme, continue
research for a year without
grower assessments. A side
benefit is the interest from this
fund finances a full project such as weed research - each
year.

